IDEA project –
call out for Music Education Hubs
Inclusion, Diversity, Equality and Access
(IDEA) Accreditation Pilot

Youth Music has secured funding from Arts Council
England to:
• Develop an Inclusion, Diversity, Equality and Access
(IDEA) accreditation framework for Music Education
Hubs (MEHs), working with a team of leading experts.

WHAT IS IT?
INTRODUCTION
IDEA Project

• Pilot the framework with eight Music Education Hubs
from September 2022 to April 2023.
• Provide real-time learning and dissemination to
inform MEH inclusion strategies and business plans.
• Evaluate the pilot through a feasibility study.

We are seeking expressions of interest from
Music Education Hub lead organisations to
become part of the pilot project.

WHY NOW?
IDEA has never been higher on the agenda within Music Education Hubs. There is a genuine will to
become more inclusive in culture, policies and practices and a strong momentum building across
the sector.
With inclusion set to play a central role in the forthcoming
National Plan for Music Education, this initiative aims to:
• Consolidate learning from the variety of work currently
taking place.
• Provide an overarching framework that embeds
accountability and encourages continuous improvement.
• Gives external recognition of progress and achievement.
• Identifies the ongoing support needs to help
organisations improve and meet forthcoming
requirements.
• Assess the feasibility of a national, ongoing accreditation
scheme.

HEARD is just one of the frameworks available
for music hubs to interrogate and improve
inclusion practices.

HOW WILL IT WORK?

Phase 1

Phase 2

June – Aug 22

Sept 22 – April 23

Framework
development
and recruitment

MEH pilot
projects and
action learning

Phase 3

Phase 4

May 23 – July 23

Summer 2023
and beyond

Review and
reflection

V2.0 roll out*

Real-time learning and
dissemination

*Dependent on
evaluation findings

The main MEH involvement begins in phase 2 of the
project.

WHAT’S INVOLVED?
Music Education Hub
Partners

Pilot projects
• The framework is tested across eight MEHs. Together they
will represent a diversity of structures, sizes, geographies
and contexts.
• Two days of expert advice, guidance and mentoring is
provided to help MEHs through the process.
Action research and wider learning
• The project is evaluated throughout by a commissioned
learning partner.
• Termly half-day sessions for participating MEHs to enable
shared learning and discussion of challenges and
approaches.
• An wider learning programme is delivered for nonparticipating MEHs.
Small grants
• Up to £2,000 is available for participating MEHs.

THE TEAM
Nate Holder. Nate is a music education consultant specializing in diversity,
inclusion and decolonizing initiatives, address bias and underrepresentation in
music education resources, departments, hubs and boards. He has worked with the
BBC, Hal Leonard and RSL and is currently International Chair in Music Education at
RNCM.

Clair McColl. Clair has worked in music education since 2002, and is Strategic Lead
at Dorset Music Service (part of Dorset Council). The MEH is running a Youth Music
funded project to embed inclusion across Dorset. In addition, it’s working with a
consultant to help change its operative model to better support inclusion, and
considering how to extend its impact on education, health and wellbeing outcomes.

Dr Phil Mullen. Phil specializes in working with excluded children and young people
at risk, with over 35 years’ experience. He runs workshops, seminars and training.
He was an evaluator on Youth Music’s Musical Inclusion programme, which was
designed to promote inclusion in Music Education Hubs. He works with music
organizations and schools around inclusion training and strategic development.
Since 2018 Phil has worked with 45 of England’s 122 music hubs, helping them
develop strategic approaches to musical inclusion.

John Kelly. With over 25 years’ experience in youth work and training delivery.
John’s aim is to use creative solutions to encourage social change which leads to
better disability equality and inclusive practice. He encourages learners (including
himself) to engage in dialogue and critically reflect upon their values and beliefs in
order to bring about transformation in attitude and understanding.

Dr Melanie-Marie Haywood. Currently the Director of Education
Development Service at Birmingham City University. Melanie has worked as a
primary, secondary, and SEND teacher. She has spent the last 10 years
specialising in accreditation. These have included a combination of entire
organizational accreditation, degree awarding powers,
program accreditations, Race Equity and Gender equality accreditations.

Samantha Stimpson. Sam has over 20 years’ experience working in the arts and
music education sector. Having spent most of her working life as ‘the only one’ or
‘one of a few’ leaders in the sector, she now uses her voice, knowledge and
expertise to challenge and support people to affect meaningful change in the field
of diversity, equity and inclusion.

YOUTH MUSIC
Project team left to right:
Carol Reid
Remi Fairweather-Stride
Jana Jammal

LEARNING PARTNER
To be appointed. Our learning partner will help us to explore the long-term
feasibility of the initiative, and support continuous learning throughout.

YOUTH MUSIC

WANT TO BE
INVOLVED?
Submit expression of
interest by 6pm on
Friday 8 July 2022

1. Describe your music education hub. Include a
sentence each about:
• Governance and constitution
• Geography
• Children and young people reach
• Workforce
• Partnerships
• Musical offer
• Income mix
• Any other relevant information
Word count: 250 words.
2. Why do you want to be part of this project? Word
count: 100 words.
3. What will you bring to this project, and what
resources will you commit? Include information about
who will be involved. Word count: 150 words.
4. When it comes to IDEA - what progress have you
made and what are some of your current priorities?
Word count: 250 words.

To express your interest, email your
response to the four questions on
the previous page to
carol.reid@youthmusic.org.uk
Expression of interest deadline –
Friday 8 July 2022

Notification of final decisions–
Wednesday 20 July 2022

POINTS TO NOTE
Whilst there are big wins to be had, this project will take time and capacity.
To get the most out of it, we’re seeking Music Education Hub lead organisations who can commit to all
elements. This will include taking part in the action research and wider learning as well as the pilot
project. Timescales across the project are tight, and we want to be honest about this from the outset.

You don’t have to be an expert in inclusion to take part. You don’t have to have it ‘all
sorted’, but you do have to be committed.
Working with a diverse range of MEH partners will strengthen the project and ensure its relevance
across different contexts. Being committed to learning and improving are attributes we’re seeking, as
well as being generous towards sharing learning with others (within your capacity, of course!)

You can take part if you’re already involved in another inclusion initiative.
One element of this project is to try and consolidate and build on what’s already out there.

MORE POINTS TO NOTE
The work will involve MEH partner organisations as well as MEH leads
It’s difficult to say that this stage what the expectations on partner organisations will be. We hope that
the pilot will help us work out what’s reasonable for them.

You can still benefit if you’re not involved in the initial pilot.
There is a flexible learning and development programme built into the project, so that learning and
impact can extend beyond the eight MEH pilots.
And finally ….. this is a pilot project, so we’re unlikely to get everything right first time. We hope
that means the learning will be richer as a result.

GOT MORE QUESTIONS?
Email: carol.reid@youthmusic.org.uk to set up an informal chat.
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